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UNIT by CESAR
The kitchen moves on
Neither a macrosystem nor just an object but rather a highly functional element, UNIT offers a new perspective on
space in the kitchen, reinvented with a view to total freedom of composition and unprecedented lightness that comes
by the industrialization of the elements, all with an immediately recognisable aesthetic.
In the era of global interconnection that sees us more and more as nomads driving the change, design is exploring new
paths, oriented toward flexible but timeless, durable solutions of exceptional quality. This is what drives Cesar to create
totally original products, designed to supplement and enhance its previous collections, and offer a highly personalised
alternative.
Hence Unit, a project based on 60, 90 and 120 cm base modules and 60, 90 and 120 cm column units.
The project is inspired on the professional kitchen, reinterpreted in the light of the particular aesthetic and functional
demands of the domestic environment. “We conceived UNIT as a ‘bridge’ project – explain Cinzia Cumini and Vicente
Garcia – capable of linking the crude aesthetic of professional elements, given by their essentially practical purpose,
with more harmonic and elegant forms, better suited to the home interior”.
UNIT embodies versatility – designed in a range of finishes that perfectly adapt to any mood, reflecting the lifestyle and
character of anyone choosing it and familiarity - in the soft aesthetic of the structures and materials.
The design itself, entirely free of any sharp edges, brings to mind archetypal lines (the classic desk, the carpenter’s
workbench, the soft lines of ‘fifties furniture), redefining kitchen space in an incomparably creative way. The finish of
the doors and the handles that reclaim their rightful place in the kitchen, here proposed in the two original models
designed by Garcìa Cumini Shell and Eero – give the project those decorative details that make it perfect for any warm,
comfortable domestic environment.
Its ease of relocation and adaptability to different spaces and its fit with different styles make UNIT a truly versatile
piece of furniture, capable of meeting the demands of a society increasingly oriented toward mobility, personal tastes
and forms of conviviality. UNIT will fit whether in the limited spaces of the city or, in more open spaces where the
kitchen dialogues more directly with the living space.
The finishes available define a project based on a culture of materials and modularity, contained but nevertheless
characterizing, open to different styles, adaptable to any contemporary ambient, metropolitan or rural.
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